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The so called Mochovce Problem" was one of the major topics in Polish
media in the period from May to July 1998. The nuclear power plant
commissioning caused an unexpectedly strong reaction, especially in the
newspapers, slightly less so in electronic media.

Here are some of the headlines from Polish press: ,Dangerous
Mochovce", A controversial reactor", lovakia disregards the report",
,,Activation means radiation", Mochovce disagreement" Prime Minister
Mecziar threats", Austrian politicians angered by Mochovce commissioning",
,Good intentions are not enough", -Appeal on the reactor." Many
publications, especially in the political rightist press, attempted to link the
technical problems to the political ones. Aversion towards the ex-Prime
Minister Vladimir Mecziar was ,transferred' onto the nuclear power plant.
,Bad man' Mecziar was incapable of constructing a good reactor. Such
arguments could persuade and convince a certain sector of Polish public.
Media have been guilty of many transgressions - committed intentionally or
because of the ignorance of the authors.

After more careful reading, one could find there statements as
misleading as they were untrue: ,Slovak power plant is equipped with
Russian WWER-440 reactors, as those in Chernobyl", does not comply with
over 200 safety standards requirements", no safety provisions for
earthquake or fire", no precedent in the whole world for the co-operation of
Russian reactor with Western safety systems."

Faced with clearly hostile media reaction to Mochovce NPP, the
National Atomic Energy Agency representatives, together with atomic and
nuclear experts, undertook to change these attitudes. In numerous
interviews, letters to the editors and talks with journalists, they attempted to
correct the mistakes, explain the true safety situation in the nuclear power
plant, by whom it was constructed, who supervised and tested the systems
and so on.

In a special statement forwarded to the media, the President of the
National Atomic Energy Agency wrote:

,Mochovce NPP has been the target of many safety assessments,
performed not only by Slovakian institutions (including, of course, the
Slovakian Nuclear Regulatory Body) but also by international organizations,
in particular by LAEA missions and by joint expert group from GRS
(Germany) and IPSN (France), i.e. from the leading authorities on nuclear
reactor safety in their countries. None of the analyses disputed the
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soundness of completing the construction, but numerous improvements of
various importance have been suggested, which are gradually implemented
during continued construction. Some of less crucial changes wl be
implemented after commissioning. Energoprojekt Praha is the Designer
General for this NPP.

The Mochovce NPP safety level does not differ significantly from safety
levels of other NPPs operated in Western European countries; Mochovce
reactors are equipped with steam condensing tower, complete emergency
cooling system (including the emergency tanks heating), seismic protection,
enlarged capacity pressurizer safety valves, generator steam dump stations
and other. The whole instrumentation and control system has been designed
and manufactured by Siemens. Reactors of this type feature some very
favorable inherent characteristics and safety margins and have nothing to
do with RBMK ,.Chernobyl") reactors. A number of similar uits is being
operated in neighboring countries and in comparison Mochovce NPP w be
even more modem. The operational characteristics of some of these units
operated in other NPPs (Loviisa in Finland, Paks in Hungary) are among the
best in the world.

Mochovce NPP is sited approximately 140 km from Polish border, 
km west from town of Levice, Ian from the river Hron in Danube gathering
territory. None of the hypothetical severe accidents in this NPP would pose a
real danger for Poland.

The completion of Mochovce NPP construction w improve
significantly the electricity balance in Slovakia, thus lessening the pressure
for continuing the operation of older Bohunice V1 units beyond their design
lifetime. Those Bohunice units are characterized by less demanding safety
standards. For this reason, as well as in view of striving for
improvement in environmental factors beyond Polish southern border,
especially after Kyoto/97 decisions on greenhouse gases emissions, the
public opinion in Poland should support the Mochovce NPP
construction.

In 1996 Poland has signed with Slovakia a bilateral inter-governmental
agreement on the prompt notification on nuclear accidents and on the co-
operation in the nuclear safety and radiological protection matters. On the
basis of this agreement the experts from Polish National Atomic Energy
Agency are in perpetual contact with Slovakian Nuclear Regulatory Body and
in each and every moment can obtain full and comprehensive information on
the plant parameters iportant for nuclear safety. Also they are able to visit
the plant in chosen time, now - during construction (which has been acted
upon) and later in the future - during operation."

The experts explanations, together with the NAEA top management
visit to the plant itself (June 26), brought some results. The media became
less aggressive, and Polish public and authorities - contrary to the Austrians
- do not protest loudly against the commissioning of this newest European
NPP.
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Now, in December 1998, the tune of Polish press is very much
changed. The author of the article titled: ,Off with Mochovce" printed last
spring, on December 1998 published a large story titled A circle of
reactors", in which she writes of Mochovce with sympathetic understanding
and calls it ,modern Mochovce." It should be noted, that the change of mind
of this quoted author could be influenced by two occurrences: the full
acceptance of the Mochovce NPP by the new Slovak government and the fact,
that this author recently participated in the visit of a group of Polish
journalists to Ignalina NPP in Lithuania I am convinced that the personal
viewing of the nuclear installation and the talks conducted there, especially
with the inhabitants of Visaginas (neighbouring NPP), who are in everyday
contact with nuclear power plant, were essential in shaping a more friendly
and more open attitude of media representatives towards nuclear power.
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